ABSTRACT A hydrostatic numerical model with alongshore-uniform barotropic M 2 tidal boundary forcing and idealized shelfbreak canyon bathymetries is used to study internal-tide generation and onshore propagation. A control simulation with Mid-Atlantic Bight representative bathymetry is supported by other simulations that serve to identify specific processes. The canyons and adjacent slopes are transcritical in steepness with respect to M 2 internal wave characteristics. Although the various canyons are symmetrical in structure, barotropicto-baroclinic energy conversion rates C y are typically asymmetrical within them. The resulting onshorepropagating internal waves are the strongest along beams in the horizontal plane, with the stronger beam in the control simulation lying on the side with higher C y . Analysis of the simulation results suggests that the cross-canyon asymmetrical C y distributions are caused by multiple-scattering effects on one canyon side slope, because the phase variation in the spatially distributed internal-tide sources, governed by variations in the orientation of the bathymetry gradient vector, allows resonant internal-tide generation. A less complex, semianalytical, modal internal wave propagation model with sources placed along the critical-slope locus (where the M 2 internal wave characteristic is tangent to the seabed) and variable source phasing is used to diagnose the physics of the horizontal beams of onshore internal wave radiation. Model analysis explains how the cross-canyon phase and amplitude variations in the locally generated internal tides affect parameters of the internal-tide beams. Under the assumption that strong internal tides on continental shelves evolve to include nonlinear wave trains, the asymmetrical internal-tide generation and beam radiation effects may lead to nonlinear internal waves and enhanced mixing occurring preferentially on one side of shelfbreak canyons, in the absence of other influencing factors.
Introduction
Shelfbreak canyons can be characterized by complex three-dimensional flows. Winds, shelf waves, and ambient shelf currents can drive subinertial flows, enhancing the exchange of shelf and open-ocean waters (Allen and Durrieu de Madron 2009) . Steep topography of canyons can trap remotely generated internal waves (IWs) (Chiou et al. 2011; Hotchkiss and Wunsch 1982; Jachec et al. 2006; Kunze et al. 2002) , cause resonant amplification of tidal flow (Swart et al. 2011) , and foster local generation of internal tides (Gregg et al. 2011; Hotchkiss and Wunsch 1982) , offering a few explanations for observed mixing enhancement in shelfbreak canyons (Gregg et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2009; Shroyer 2012) . IWs can also radiate onshore from shelfbreak canyons and, if enhanced relative to noncanyon areas, may increase mixing.
As a continuation of our prior work on IW generation at a shelfbreak (Zhang and Duda 2013) , this study focuses on asymmetrical internal-tide generation in idealized symmetrical shelfbreak canyons and the beam patterns of shoreward depth-integrated baroclinic energy fluxes on the shelf. Asymmetrical IW generation in a canyon, a major topic here, has already been observed in a numerical model (Petruncio et al. 2002) . Specifically, modeled internal-tide energy is stronger within the upstream side of the canyon, in the sense of coastaltrapped wave propagation, even when the canyon bathymetry and offshore barotropic tidal forcing are symmetrical with respect to the canyon axis. Petruncio et al. (2002) attributed the asymmetrical pattern to Earth's rotation with no explanation provided. Additionally, synthetic aperture radar images of the Hudson Canyon region [e.g., Fig. 6 in the New York Bight section of Jackson (2004) ] and the North Mien-Hua Canyon [e.g., Fig. 2 in Duda et al. (2013)] show IWs on the upstream side propagating away from the canyons, with upstream and onshore direction components. Also, beam patterns of depth-integrated baroclinic energy fluxes away from IW source regions in the deep ocean have been observed in numerical models (Carter 2010; Rainville et al. 2010) , with formation attributed to constructive interferences of IWs generated at different source regions.
This work aims to unveil the dynamics of asymmetrical internal-tide generation in shelfbreak canyons, and the resultant onshore beam radiation, using numerical simulations and semianalytical analyses. The numerical simulations with idealized canyon bathymetry quantify the asymmetrical patterns under nearly complete dynamics (section 2), and the semianalytical analyses provide a qualitative explanation of the beam radiation pattern based on the physics of extended wave sources (section 3). The cross-canyon asymmetrical internal-tide generation pattern is then discussed in section 4 with the help of numerical sensitivity experiments. The findings are summarized in section 5.
Numerical modeling a. Configuration of the numerical model
The Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS; Shchepetkin and McWilliams 2005) is used for the simulations. The hydrostatic pressure approximation is used, which is justifiable because long-wavelength internal tides, the primary interest of this study, have small vertical acceleration. The model is set up in Cartesian coordinates with the positive x direction pointing offshore, positive y along-shelf, and positive z pointing upward. A rectangular domain is used with edge lengths of L x 5 1933 km and L y 5 134.8 km. The bathymetry of the primary ''control'' simulation ( 
Here, x i 5 41 km, x 1 5 104.5 km, the cross-shelf scale of the slope L s 5 16.5 km, the depth scale of the shelf h w 5 65 m, the vertical scale of the slope h 0 5 465 m, and h 1 5 540 m, and, in the control simulation (Table 1) , the length and width scales of the canyon are L c 5 L c0 5 10 km and W c 5 W c0 5 5 km, respectively. The control run parameter values are chosen to represent topography of the Mid-Atlantic Bight (MAB) continental shelf, shelf edge, and canyons. Note that the steepest bathymetric slopes offshore of the shelfbreak both within and outside of the canyon are supercritical to M 2 IWs. Here, critical means the seabed slope a(z) is equal to the square root of (v
], the slope of M 2 frequency internal wave characteristics at the seabed, where v M 2 is the M 2 frequency, f is the inertial frequency, and N(z b ) is the buoyancy frequency at the seabed. Also note that higher values for the length parameter L c produce steeper slopes within the canyon. The 100-m isobath is 75 km offshore, and the maximum depth is restricted to 1000 m to maintain model vertical resolution in the deep sea. The resolution is 300 m in the along-shelf direction; resolution in the cross-shelf direction is 242 m within 175 km of the coast (the study area) and increases gradually to 12 km toward the offshore boundary. There are 100 stretched vertical layers with enhanced resolution near the surface and bottom (about 0.2 m at the shelf break). The Coriolis parameter f is a constant corresponding to 398N.
Along-shelf uniform tidal elevation of M 2 frequency is prescribed on the deep-sea (eastern) boundary, where Chapman (1985 )-, Flather (1976 )-, and Orlanski (1976 type radiation conditions are used for sea level elevation, barotropic momentum, and all baroclinic variables, respectively. A 600-km-wide sponge layer is included next to the offshore boundary (outside of the study domain) to prevent reflection of the IWs. Across the domain, the coastal boundary is a solid wall of 10-m height. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the along-shelf direction. The model uses generic length scale k-kl-type vertical mixing parameterization (Warner et al. 2005) with no explicit horizontal viscosity or diffusivity. Quadratic bottom drag is used with a drag coefficient C d 5 0.003. The model has no heat, salt, or momentum exchange with the atmosphere.
The tidal elevation at the offshore boundary is tuned to generate shelfbreak (100-m isobath) barotropic tidal currents with amplitudes U 0 5 0.1 m s 21 and V 0 5 0.07 m s in the cross-and along-shelf directions (Fig. 2a) , respectively, similar to those observed at MAB shelfbreak. The resulting barotropic tidal rotation is clockwise everywhere and phases are almost uniform in the alongshelf direction, largely consistent with the M 2 tide at MAB shelfbreak [see Fig. 1 in Zhang and Duda (2013) ]. Except for the slope criticality parameter, the boundary forcing determines the baroclinic tidal generation parameter regime. The tidal excursion parameter, the ratio of the tidal excursion length (;1.5 km) to the characteristic horizontal length scale (L s ), is much smaller than one. The Froude numbers (U 0 /c n ) computed using internal wave modal wave speeds c n are subcritical for approximately the first six modes.
To examine the influence of various factors, a total of 13 numerical simulations (including the control one) were conducted (Table 1) . All model simulations start from rest with horizontally uniform density structure (Fig. 1b) from an MAB summertime climatology (Zhang et al. 2011) . Because simulations show no change in the spatial pattern of internal-tide propagation on the continental shelf after 6 tidal periods, all analyses are conducted on tidal periods 7 and 8.
b. Numerical results
Consistent with the finding of Petruncio et al. (2002) , the IW field within the canyon in the control simulation has an asymmetrical form (Figs. 3b, Fig. 3a ), with C y 5 Ð hr 0 gWi dz, r 0 is perturbation density, g is gravitational acceleration, and W 5 2$ h Á [U h (z 1 H)] is the vertical velocity of the barotropic flow. Furthermore, $ h 5 (›/›x, ›/›y), U h is the horizontal barotropic velocity vector, and hÁi represents the time average over tidal periods 7 and 8. The along-y line segments A-B, B-C, et cetera, in Fig. 3d , mark sections used for the analysis of C y in ROMS and also mark prescribed along-shelf source variability in the simplified wave model (section 3). The slope-averaged C y is about 3 times higher between lines D and F than it is away from the canyon (between lines A and B or between lines F and G) and 25 times higher than it is on the southern canyon slope (between lines B and D).
The model also shows an asymmetrical onshore radiation of baroclinic energy extending toward the northwest and southwest from the canyon (Figs. 3b,c) . On the shelf, vertically integrated baroclinic energy flux F y 5 Ð hu 0 p 0 i dz and IW kinetic energy E y 5 Ð E k dz 5 Ð (r 0 hu 0 Á u 0 i/2) dz both reach peak values in a beam extending northwestward from the critical locations on the northern canyon flank between lines E and F, while the beam south of the canyon is weaker and starts from the critical locations outside of the canyon perimeter (south of line B). Here, u 0 and p 0 are baroclinic velocity and perturbation pressure, respectively, and r 0 is the reference density. Patterns of the energy flux offshore of the critical locations are more complex. Within the canyon, strong baroclinic energy flux pointing offshore to the southeast starts from the critical locations on the northern flank of the canyon. Note that the patterns of F y and E y are not sensitive to the along-shelf coverage of the model, as indicated by Run 2 with a larger y dimension (Figs. 4a-d) .
Cross-shelf sections of E k (Fig. 5a) show that IW energy is concentrated in cross-shelf-oriented beams that are tangent to the ocean floor at the critical locations; that is, IWs radiate both onshore and offshore from the critical locations along the beams. The highest E k on the shelf is near the surface in an area 20-30 km north of the canyon and 10-20 km onshore of the shelfbreak (see S4 in Fig. 5a ), corresponding to the E peak in Fig. 3c . Figure 5b shows irregularity in the along-shelf distribution of E k , in particular, the discontinuity of the cross-shelf beam above the canyon and the relatively strong E k at the beam depth on both flanks of the canyon (e.g., see S9 in Fig. 5b ). 
Semianalytical wave propagation model a. Model description
To identify the mechanism responsible for the asymmetrical onshore baroclinic wave beam radiation pattern ( Fig. 2) , we construct a semianalytical model that captures the main IW generation and propagation effects in the vicinity of the canyon. The two-dimensional (2D) model includes unimodal M 2 -frequency IW sources distributed along a curved line in the horizontal plane, the line being the critical-slope locus along the seabed. The wave-source parameters are derived from the bathymetry, background stratification, and nonuniform C y given by the numerical simulation.
The equation governing normal modes of linear harmonic IW vertical velocity w is (Apel 1987; Vlasenko et al. 2005 )
Here, N is the buoyancy frequency, v is the IW frequency, and k is the horizontal wavenumber. With the assumptions of zero velocity at the seabed and surface, the solution for a given frequency v in the situation of uniform depth and stratification provides the normal modes, with each mode (eigenfunction of index n) having the shape c n (z) and k 5 k n . Writing w 5 å n A n (x, y)c n (z)e 2ivt , exploiting the flat seafloor assumption (eliminating mode coupling), and considering the case v ( N, the complex amplitude A n (x, y) of each mode is described by the Helmholtz equation (Rainville and Pinkel 2006) :
The neglecting of mode coupling and the flat bottom assumption are justifiable because mode-coupling coefficients, which would appear in the right-hand side of (3) if included, when computed for the ROMS model conditions (with sloping seafloor), using expressions in Griffiths and Grimshaw (2007) , are allowably small on the shelf. Using the forced inhomogeneous form of (3), modal amplitude from multimode laterally distributed delta function sources can be written as an integral over the source locations (spatial subscript s) where G n is the Green's function for mode n, andÂ sn and f sn are the amplitude and phase of the modal source functions, respectively. Again exploiting k n being spatially uniform on a flat shelf with uniform stratification, the Green's function for a point source is H (1) 0 , the Hankel function of the first kind of zero order (Ahluwalia and Keller 1977) . Considering only mode 1, which is typically dominant in the field (Duda and Rainville 2008; Sherwin 1988 ) but contains roughly 70% of the variance on the shelf in the numerical result, the solution becomes
1/2 prescribes the distance from each source point. This expression holds for w from any mode, with substitution required for subscript 1. The integration over the source area can be performed using discretization and summation to form an approximate solution at any point.
All that is needed to form the mode-1 solution on the shelf are c 1 ,Â s1 , f s1 , and k 1 . Because c 1 (z) is independent of x and y on the assumed flat shelf, it is not needed for computing the radiation pattern in the (x, y) plane. We choose the shelfbreak depth, 100 m, as the assumed uniform depth and the vertical wavenumber of the first normal mode to be m 1 5 p/100 m Despite their cross-slope distributed-source nature, locally generated internal tides in a supercritical-slope scenario (no canyon) in a numerical model have a form that can be back propagated to an apparent source near the site of critical slope (Zhang and Duda 2013) . For this reason, the source region in the integral (withÂ s1 6 ¼ 0) is chosen to be the line (locus) s(x, y) where the slope is critical for the M 2 internal tide (Figs. 2 and 3, magenta line; water depth between 130 and 200 m). Source point density is 2 km 21 in y along this locus, which is confirmed to be adequate by convergence testing. The relative phases f s1 at the source points are key to the radiation pattern. The four parameters governing phase are the x and y barotropic tidal currents and the x and y bathymetric gradients along the source locus. The barotropic tidal ellipses and phases are essentially uniform on the curve (Fig. 2a) , whereas the bathymetric gradient components are variable, with the direction of steepest ascent u s 5 tan 21 [(dH/dx)/(dH/dy)] varying substantially (Figs. 3a,d ). At each source point, the maximum upward velocity occurs at the alignment of the horizontal barotropic velocity vector U h (x, y, t) and u s , which is governed almost completely by the structure of u s . Therefore, f s1 ' u s in the baseline calculation (Table 2) . Because U h rotates clockwise, the phase on the southern side of the canyon leads that on the northern side. The line source in the canyon can be conceptually divided into four pieces, each with monotonic spatialphase trend, covering these along-y segments: C-B, C-D, D-E, and F-E (Fig. 3d) .
In addition to these important phase variations, results from the numerical model indicate that the conversion rate C y varies across the canyon ( Fig. 3a ; see sections 3a, 4a, and 4b for discussions on this), reflecting IW source strength variation. Disregarding this variation by settingÂ s1 constant in the semianalytical model is equivalent to a single-scatter internal-tide solution (the Born approximation; Harrison and Plutchok 1965) . A first-order multiple-scattering solution, sometimes called the distorted wave Born approximation (Schiff 1968) , could be implemented here using a more complicated semianalytical model incorporating 2D currents, such as used in Griffiths and Grimshaw (2007) , providing corrections to the IW-generating currents and a means to approximate C y andÂ s1 . However, this would needlessly complicate the simple model without providing much additional insight and would still not be able to duplicate the numerical results. Instead, the multiple-scattering influences on source strength are incorporated in the baseline calculation by applying ROMSderived variations toÂ s1 . The justification for this imitation of a multiple-scattering effect is discussed later. For simplicity, variableÂ s1 is restricted to be uniform in each of the source segments A-B, B-D, D-F, and F-G shown in Fig. 3d , with ratios ofÂ s1 between the segments being proportional to ratios of the square root of the upslopeaveraged ROMS-computed C y (Run 1; section 2b).
A total of 11 calculations with the semianalytical model are reported here (Table 2) , including the baseline calculation (Calculation 1). In Calculation 2,Â s1 is replaced with a uniform function over the entire line source (A-G) to examine the influence of cross-canyon source amplitude variation. In Calculation 3, bothÂ s1 and f s1 are uniform over the entire line source. The comparison between Calculations 2 and 3 reveals the influence of cross-canyon source phase variation.
Calculations 4-11, partial solutions with line source segments, are designed to examine the contribution of each source segment. Note that because the semianalytical model is based on linear wave dynamics, the segment solutions sum to the total solution. However, wave energy does not sum in this way, and this must be kept in mind when examining partial solution, wave energy beam pattern plots. Because of the dramatic change of water depth in the slope sea, solutions of these flat bottom approximation calculations are expected to be invalid offshore of the source locus and are not shown in the figures.
b. Semianalytical results
The baseline calculation of the semianalytical model (Fig. 6a,b ) produces an energy pattern on the shelf qualitatively resembling the asymmetrical beam pattern of the ROMS-simulated kinetic energy (Fig. 3b) . In particular, the general orientations, starting positions, and relative strength of the beams are similar for the two results. The phase propagation of the waves is onshore and approximately aligned with the beam axes, as expected. However, discrepancies exist between the numerical and semianalytical solutions. For instance, the beams in the former are patchier, and substantially weaker, 30 km onshore of the 100-m isobath, and they are more coherent and stay so for a much longer distance in the latter. The discrepancies are consistent with the idealizations of the semianalytical model, including the flat bottom, the single mode, and no viscosity.
When uniform source amplitude and variable source phases are used (Calculation 2; Fig. 6c ), the relative beam strength on different sides of the canyon become opposite to the simulated: the southern beam becomes stronger than the northern one. However, other features of the beams remain, including the asymmetrical starting positions (relative to the critical locus). When both source amplitude and phase are set to be uniform along the source locus (Calculation 3; Fig. 6d ), the beams become symmetrical with respect to the canyon axis, and the near-canyon ends of the beams become very weak. These results indicate the following: Only values ''onshore'' of the mode-1 wave sources that are distributed along the critical locus (the magenta line) are shown. The wave energies in (a),(c), and (d) are individually normalized to have unity max. The gray dashed lines separate the line sources (the magenta lines) into segments (see Fig. 3 ). The thickness of the magenta line portion in each segment is proportional to the wave-source amplitude. Note that the bottom is assumed flat (100 m deep) in the semianalytical propagation model in all cases, and the isobath contours from the ROMS control run (white dashed lines) are plotted merely for reference.
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The second point is further proven by Run 5 (Table 1) with anticlockwise tidal rotation (opposite to the control simulation; not shown) that produces vertically integrated F y and E y exactly the same as the north-southflipped Figs. 3b and 3c , respectively. The corresponding semianalytical calculations with the source phase on the northern side of the canyon leading that on the southern side also produce amplitude and phase north-south flipped from those in Fig. 6 .
Calculations 4-11 of the semianalytical model, with variable-phase segment sources of uniform amplitude (Fig. 7) , reveal how each part of the total line contributes to the baseline beam radiation pattern. Calculation 4 (Fig. 7a) shows that the phase increase from F to E moves the peak wave energy from the center of the segment (obtained with no phase difference between F and E; not shown) to the lagging phase (E) end and generates a wide energy beam with the axis pointing northwestward. These essentially reflect the behavior of a phased array. Adding the segment sources D-E into the calculation (Calculation 5; Fig. 7b ) reinforces the northwest-pointing beam, and the segments F-E and D-E together generate the near-canyon end of the northern beam. On the southern canyon flank, the phase trend in the segment C-B moves the peak wave energy to the lagging phase (B) end (Fig. 7e) and generates a wide southwest-directed beam. Adding the segment C-D into the calculation (Fig. 7f) has little effect on this beam pattern. Through wave interference, the straight parts of the line sources with no phase difference (Calculations 6 and 10; Figs. 7c,g) generate beamlike, elongated wave peaks pointing westward at the center of the segments onshore of the 100-m isobath. The elongated wave peak north of the canyon generated by the source segment F-G (Fig. 7c) and the northwestward beam generated by the source segment D-F (Fig. 7b) (Table 2) is shown. Each calculation has a uniform-amplitude, variable-phase, mode-1 critical locus wave-source region that spans only part of the domain, with the magenta lines showing the source locations in each panel. The gray dashed lines separate the critical locus into named segments, with names derived from the letters at the right (see Fig. 3 ). The energy is normalized by the max energy of the wave field for uniform-amplitude, variable-phase wave sources distributed along the entire critical locus from A to G (Calculation 2; Table 2 ).
radiating beam north of the canyon (Fig. 7d) . Similarly, the elongated wave peak south of the canyon (Fig. 7g ) and the southwestward beam generated by the source segment B-D (Fig. 7f) form the radiating beam south of the canyon (Fig. 7h) . Overall, the trending-phase arrays (source segments) on the canyon flanks (D-F and C-B) contribute the most to the near-canyon parts of the beams, and the straight-line uniform-phase sources outside of the canyon contribute the most to the onshore end of the beams.
Discussion
a. Asymmetrical C y in the canyon: Phase trends in the source region
In the numerical model, C y is much higher on the northern canyon slope than on the southern one (Fig.  3a) . This cross-canyon asymmetry is presumably the result of a feedback effect of the locally generated IWs on the overall barotropic-to-baroclinic conversion, in other words, a multiple-scattering effect. The possibility of this occurring is demonstrated in the work of Kelly and Nash (2010) , showing that velocities of incident IWs can strongly affect baroclinic tidal conversion at a slope. The IW generation processes at any canyon slope site can be potentially influenced by incident IWs generated at either (i) the opposite side of the canyon, (ii) a nearby slope on the same side of the canyon, or (iii) a region outside of the canyon. These potential sources of influence are discussed below.
First, to examine the influence of IWs generated on one side of the canyon on conversion at the opposite side, we conducted two numerical simulations with sloped regions inserted into the center of the canyon to widen it in the along-shelf direction by 30 km (Run 3; Figs. 4e-g) and 60 km (Run 4; not shown). These along-shelf expansions separate the canyon slopes and presumably reduce the interactions of IWs generated at the opposite sides of the canyon via cylindrical spreading loss. Figure  4e shows that the 30-km separation slightly increases C y on the southern canyon slope, but has almost no effect on the stronger northern canyon C y . A similar pattern is obtained with the 60-km along-shelf expansion at the canyon axis. These indicate that the northern canyon conversion enhancement does not result from IWs generated on the southern canyon slope, although the relatively weak energy conversion on the southern canyon slope is at least partially caused by IWs generated at the northern canyon slope. Notice that the small Run 3 increase of C y on the southern canyon slope and the slope immediately south of the canyon is able to substantially enhance the onshore baroclinic energy flux and IW kinetic energy in the beam south of the canyon (Figs. 4f,g ). This provides additional evidence that the along-shelf distribution of C y controls the relative strength of the beams.
Second, analysis of the trend of source phase f s1 as a function of s(x, y) on the northern canyon slope shows that it is favorable for enhancing energy conversion on the same slope. The phase of a wave moving along s has spatial dependence Df ' kDm, where Dm is distance along s and where the approximate equality arises because s may not be straight and because the phase structure of the complex Hankel function solution in the near field deviates slightly from kDm. When Df s1 5 Df, the generating force from the barotropic wave is aligned in phase with waves generated along the line, allowing resonant generation and what may be considered multiple scattering in the barotropic-to-baroclinic tide conversion process.
To examine this in detail, for mode-1 IWs the mean phase increase rate along s in the central part of the segment F-E, df s1 /dm ('du s /dm; see section 3a), is about 1/10 rad km 21 (Fig. 3) , slightly less than the horizontal wavenumber at 200-m depth, k 1 5 2p/50 rad km
21
. Because df s1 /dm is close to k 1 , the resonance can occur. For example, near the lagging phase end (E) of the (phased array) segment F-E, the locally generated waves and the waves generated along the segment have similar total phases, k 1 Dm 2 v M 2 t 1 f s1 (F). That is, the pressure perturbations of the waves arriving from along the segment are positively correlated with W generated by the local barotropic flow, so that enhancement of C y near E is enabled. This is similar to the enhanced conversion scenario examined by Kelly and Nash (2010) . Moreover, because k 1 decreases with increasing water depth, df s1 /dm is closer to k 1 in the northern canyon slope region slightly offshore of the 200-m isobath. Therefore, we expect more northern canyon slope enhancement of C y toward the E end slightly offshore of the 200-m isobath. These are all consistent with the pattern of C y in the numerical model (Fig. 3a) and provide an explanation for the C y enhancement on the northern canyon slope in ROMS based on the structure of f s1 . Finally, because the resonance effect accumulates along the northern canyon slope toward the lagging phase sources at the shallow end, we expect the C y to be more enhanced in longer canyons (larger L c ). This is also consistent with simulations of different canyon length (see the end of the next section).
This effect should also occur on the southern canyon slope, enhancing C y toward the lagging phase (B) end of that segment. The numerical results show slightly elevated C y on the slope immediately south of the canyon (outside of the canyon perimeter), more clearly seen in the example with the two canyon slopes separated by 30 km (Fig. 4e) . The causes for the south canyon C y enhancement being weaker than the north canyon enhancement remain unclear. One possible reason is that IWs generated in the canyon axis region (between lines C and E) may reinforce the C y enhancement on the northern canyon slope as the phase increases from C toward E, while there is no equivalent reinforcement for the C y enhancement on the southern canyon slope.
The described mechanism of source phase variation allowing a resonant generation effect to occur is also consistent with the fact that the cross-canyon asymmetrical distribution of C y is controlled by the sense of the barotropic tidal rotation. Run 5 with anticlockwise tidal rotation produces C y distribution exactly northsouth flipped from that in the control run (not shown).
Finally, it is unclear how the IWs generated on the slope outside of the canyon affect the IW generation processes within the canyon. However, C y on the slope outside of the canyon has moderate variation in the along-shelf direction (Fig. 3a) , and the variation becomes more periodic with a wavelength of about 50 km when the along-shelf coverage of the model is expanded (Fig. 4a) . The 50-km wavelength is consistent with the mode-1 IW wavelength at 200-m water depth. Because the canyon is the only possible source of irregularity in the along-shelf direction, the along-shelf variation of C y on the slope outside of the canyon in the numerical model must be related to IWs generated within the canyon. Notice that the slightly elevated C y on the slope outside of the canyon enhances the onshore baroclinic energy flux to their west (Figs. 3b and 4b,f) .
b. Supplementary numerical simulations
To further study the mechanism of baroclinic waves enhancing C y on the northern canyon slope and to examine the effect of canyon geometry on the crosscanyon C y distribution, a series of numerical simulations with different values of W c and L c were conducted (Runs 6-13 in Table 1 ). Figures 8 and 9 show example results from the simulations. The values of W c and L c are guided by the parameter ranges of MAB shelfbreak canyons: 2.5 , W c , 10 km and 5 , L c , 20 km. The deeper slopes in all these topographies, including at the canyon sides, are supercritical to M 2 IWs, and tidal rotations are all clockwise. The adjustments also alter the detailed shape of the critical locus and the phase trend du s /dm ('df s1 /dm).
Although the basic pattern of asymmetrical C y distribution across the canyon persists, the strength of the asymmetry, which can be represented by the maximum C y on the northern canyon slope varies with canyon geometry (Figs. 8, 9 ). In particular, the maximum C y increases with increasing L c and with decreasing W c , in concert with variations of mean du s /dm. In other words, the maximum C y on the northern canyon slope and du s /dm are positively correlated (Fig. 10a) . This is consistent with the multiple-scattering resonance effect because, as du s /dm increases toward k 1 , the resonance effect becomes stronger and enhances C y on the northern canyon toward a peak value. Ideally, the C y enhancement would weaken once du s /dm becomes greater than k 1 . Although the simulated trend for du s /dm . k 1 given by the single simulation of W c 5 2.5 km (the farthest triangle to the right of Fig. 10a ) does not agree with this interpretation, it does indicate a somewhat reduced rate of C y enhancement with increasing du s /dm. A number of factors could contribute to this discrepancy, including the critical locus being bent and the variation of k 1 due to the varying critical locus depth.
The simulations provide other evidence for the multiplescattering resonance effect. The evidence is given by the steeper trend between the maxima in C y and altered L c -induced phase variation rate, when compared with the trend between the maxima in C y and altered W c -induced phase variation rate (Fig. 10a) , and by the consistency of the two trends when the maxima in C y are replotted against the product of the du s /dm and (L c /L c0 ) 1/2 (Fig. 10b ). This weighting of the phase rate by the canyon length scale L c accounts for the increased accumulation of resonant waves that would be expected in longer canyons, mentioned in section 4a. Note that the square root dependence (rather than linear) of the L c normalization in Fig. 10b is empirical and the exact dynamical reason for this is unclear.
c. Applicability of the findings
A remaining question is how applicable our findings about the asymmetrical internal-tide generation in the shelfbreak canyon and the beam pattern of onshore baroclinic energy radiation are to canyons of different geometry and bottom slope. Runs 6-13 (see Figs. 8 and 9 , for examples) show that the general patterns of asymmetrical internal-tide generation and onshore beam radiation persist within the tested ranges of W c and L c that represent the variability of the MAB canyon geometry. However, the extent of the generation asymmetry and details of the radiation beams, for example, the relative strength of the beams, vary with the canyon geometry. For instance, when the canyon width increases to 20 km (Run 6; , the C y enhancement on the northern canyon slope is reduced, and the radiation beam south of the canyon becomes slightly stronger than the one north of the canyon, opposite to the relative beam strength in the control run (Fig. 3) . It is possible that the mechanisms described in this paper work only for parameters in certain ranges. For instance, the internal tides might not be sensitive to the topographic variation when the canyon becomes very narrow with respect to IW horizontal wavelengths, or single-scatter phased source array radiation normal to the array may diminish when the canyon becomes too long. These might result in patterns of internal-tide generation and propagation different from what has been described here. A full description of the parameter limits over which the described findings become invalid is beyond the scope of this work and left for future studies.
Here, the deeper slopes in all tested bathymetries are supercritical to IWs at the forcing frequency, and the semianalytical model is based on the (consistent) assumption that the wave sources can be distributed along a critical locus line. It is likely that when the canyon side slopes become subcritical, the distribution of internal-tide generation will be less confined around the critical locus, and the internal-tide generation and onshore energy radiation patterns described in this study will change.
The internal-tide generation in real shelfbreak canyons is likely to be more complicated due to geometric irregularity, incident internal tides, or variation of ocean conditions. For instance, the axis of the Hudson Canyon has two 608 bends, IWs from the deep sea have been observed in that canyon (Hotchkiss and Wunsch 1982) , and cross-shelf movement of the Mid-Atlantic Bight shelfbreak front can alter the stratification in the canyons. All of these factors could modify the patterns of internal-tide generation and radiation from their appearance here, as suggested by the work of Kelly and Nash (2010) Table 1 ).
fields (e.g., Hall et al. 2014; Zhao et al. 2012) . Therefore, case-by-case studies are likely needed to understand internal tides at specific shelfbreak canyons or internaltide variability under changing conditions.
Summary
Numerical simulations with barotropic M 2 tidal forcing and idealized canyon topography that is supercritical in slope for M 2 IWs confirm the Petruncio et al. (2002) findings that the internal tides generated in a symmetrical canyon are stronger on one side of the canyon. For clockwise (anticyclonic) tidal rotation, the vertically integrated barotropic-to-baroclinic energy conversation rate C y is much higher on the northern canyon slope (the upstream side in terms of the coastal-trapped wave propagation). Sensitivity simulations show that the basic cross-canyon asymmetrical pattern of C y does not change with canyon geometry within the variability range of MAB shelfbreak canyons, but the extent of the C y enhancement on the northern canyon slope varies.
The major results center around two aspects of internaltide forcing. One is that the phase variation in the spatially distributed internal-tide source function can be in resonance with propagating internal tides. To explain further, the C y enhancement on the northern canyon side slope is linked to internal tides that are generated on that same slope, as opposed to those generated elsewhere. The mechanism is that the spatial gradient of the source phases (controlled mostly by the change of the direction of the local steepest bathymetric ascent) along the critical locus on the northern canyon slope matches the spatial-phase gradient of the freely propagating internal tide (i.e., the horizontal wavenumber), so that FIG. 9 . As in Fig. 3 , but for results from ROMS (a)-(d) Run 11 and (e)-(h) Run 13 (see Table 1 ).
propagating waves reinforce the generation process and thus enhance C y . The mechanism is related to the incident wave effect on slope internal-tide generation (Kelly and Nash 2010) . A similar effect occurs on the southern canyon slope, but less effectively, and only generates weak C y enhancement outside of the canyon perimeter. As far as IWs crossing the canyon are concerned, internal tides generated on the northern canyon slope act to diminish the internal-tide generation on the southern slope, while effects in the opposite sense are hardly noticeable. The other aspect of the internal-tide canyon forcing is that the phase variation in the distributed-source function also controls beam formation on the shelf. In summary, the spatial distribution of the phase of internal-tide forcing results in beams in the case of single scattering (baroclinic waves forced by barotropic waves alone), but the distribution does not explain the relative beam strengths on the two sides of the canyon. However, a sufficient explanation for the shelf internal-tide pattern is obtained using the spatial-phase distribution and a multiple-scattering effect and is substantiated with multiple numerical and semianalytical calculations.
To summarize the numerically simulated wave fields, the depth-integrated IW kinetic energy on the neighboring continental shelf is primarily in beams radiating onshore away from both canyon sides. The beams are asymmetrical in terms of their starting position relative to the canyon flank. The beam north of the canyon starts from the middle of the northern canyon flank, while the beam on the south side starts from the outskirt shelfbreak region south of the canyon. In most of the simulations, the beam on the north side is stronger than the one on the south side. However, the relative strength of the beams is sensitive to the cross-canyon distribution of the barotropic-to-baroclinic energy conversion rate, such that the opposite relative beam strength can be generated when the conversion rate becomes less asymmetrical in a wide canyon.
The canyon topography is the ultimate cause of the described asymmetrical internal-tide generation and onshore beam radiation, as the variation of the direction of the steepest bathymetry ascent within the canyon determines both the amplitude and phase variation of the locally generated internal tides. The source phase variation in the clockwise tidal rotation scenario allows the multiple-scattering effects, producing the C y enhancement on the northern canyon slope and also forms the phased arrays on the canyon flanks generating the near-canyon parts of the radiation beams on the shelf. The rotation sense of the barotropic tidal ellipse plays a role in the internal-tide pattern that will arise for a given canyon bathymetry, so to the degree that Earth's rotation controls the sense of the internal-tide ellipse, Earth's rotation plays a role. Earth's rotation also affects the internal-tide horizontal wavenumber, thus the internal-tide generation and radiation patterns.
Finally, internal-tide generation in real shelfbreak canyons is anticipated to be more complicated than the processes modeled here due to geometric irregularity, incident internal tides, or variation of ocean conditions. Thus, detailed information concerning these factors is probably required for understanding internal tides at particular shelfbreak canyons.
